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Excursions into Unknowable Worlds (2016. 5)     |   Multimedia Performance

‘Excursions into Unknowable Worlds’ Multimedia Performance, Hi-Temp Fab, Buffalo, NY, USA
Director: Stanzi Vaubel / Art Director: Su Hyun Nam / Lighting Director: Carlie Todoro-Rickus
Dance and performance led by Melanie Aceto / Music led by Jonathan Golove

Video Documentation: http://suhyunnam.com/Excursions-into-Unknowable- Worlds
‘Sites Do Things To People’ Multimedia Performance, Hallwalls Art Center, Buffalo, NY, USA
Acoustic Cello with multichannel videos projection and realtime analog and digital sound effect (Max/MSP)

Video Documentation: http://sitesdothingstopeople.com/interactive/lazlo/part3Intro.html

‘Sites Do Things To People’ Interactive Documentary at : www.sitesdothingstopeople.com
Woven Milieu (2011. 5) | High Definition Single Channel Video

Video Link: http://suhyunnam.com/Woven-Milieu

/String’, Hex Gallery, Kansas City, MO, USA
Digital Print with Acrylic Sandwich Float Mount, 20 X 30 inch
Metamorphosis (2010. 2) | High Definition Single Channel Video

Metamorphosis, Single channel video(Loop) 19' 40"
Still image from Video

String – Su Hyun Nam, HEX Pixel Gallery, Kansas City, MO
Video Link :http://suhyunnam.com/Metamorphosis
Supported and funded by Institute for Electronic Arts in Alfred, NY

Interactive video installation
Interface: Lav MIC, Stethoscope
Video created and interaction programmed in JavaScript, D3.js
Lost Gate (2011. 8) | Multimedia Installation

Video projection installation
In collaboration with Ben Stagl

Metal frame, wood, semi-transparent fabric, acrylic, projectors
Animation created in Adobe After Effect CS6

Video Documentation: http://suhyunnam.com/lost-gate
Review by Joo-Hyun Kim in Korean Daily:

‘Experience is never unattached’, Sullivan Gallery, Chicago, IL
Surrogate Being (2014.11) | Interactive 3D video game

Still image from Surrogate Being

3D Modeling in Autodesk Maya, video game assembled in Unity3D, interface designed in Arduino

'REFEST 2014, Annual Art and Technology Festival, Culture Hub, New York, NY, USA
Video Documentation: http://suhyunnam.com/Surrogate-Being
Dis-integrated Memory (2012. 1) | Interactive video installation

Video Link: http://suhyunnam.com/Dis-integrated-Memory

‘CONFLUX’, Pearl Conard Gallery, Mansfield, OH
Fluid Urban (2012. 5) | Interactive video installation

Video Link: http://suhyunnam.com/Fluid-Urban

Video processing in Max/MSP/Jitter, robotic cameras controlled in Arduino
Supported by Shurooq and the Sharjah Department of Public Works
Technical Director: Su Hyun Nam, Mark Anderson
Led by Wafaa Bilal

More images and video documentation: http://suhyunnam.com/Hierarchy-of-Being